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ABSTRACT

Pyrolysis is a promising way to convert biomass into fuels and chemicals. This reaction is complex and

inevitably involves a cascade of radical reactions that lead to char formation, in which some radicals

become trapped and stabilized. Their nature is difficult to characterize, and in this respect computa-

tional chemistry can be a strong supplementary tool to electron spin resonance spectroscopy and other

experimental methods. Here biomass char radicals and oxidation reactivity are studied experimentally,

and density functional theory is used to predict thermodynamic stability and g-values of carbon- and

oxygen-centered radicals of polyaromatic char models including defect structures. Hydroxylated and es-

pecially certain dihydroxylated structures provide exceptional stabilization of oxygen-centered radicals.

Hydrogen bonding plays a crucial role, and it is proposed that hydrogen atom transfer couples radical

localizations. This is a new proposal on structural requirements for stabilization of char radicals that

impacts our understanding of pyrolysis mechanisms and char reactivity.

Introduction

Biochar properties are important for its uses, e.g. as a reducing agent in the steel industries. The present

technology allows conversion of biomass to biochar, but due to high costs, and a limited knowledge about

biochar properties and how they relate to pyrolysis conditions, the application of biochars is limited. At

high heat treatment temperatures, the long-range order and successive growth of char graphene layer take

place, leading to the formation of turbostratic pattern which contain relatively high concentrations of

heteroatoms and long lived free radicals compared to pure graphite.[1,2] The derivatives of polyaromatic

hydrocarbon (PAH) structures, as well as defect char structures contain more active sites which lead to

the higher reactivity during gasification compared to the ordered non-derivatized graphitic structures.[3]

The carbon-centered radicals are most likely associated with highly defective carbonaceous materials

or saturated aliphatic carbon domains.[4,5] Thus, the localization of radicals in the char matrix probably

involves PAH derivatives and structural defects.
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The free radicals are formed in primary pyrolysis reactions, where organic compounds are cracked to

smaller unstable radical fragments which react with other radicals to form larger PAH structures.[6–9]

Some radicals attain however a high stability and lifetime within the char matrix. The presence of

molecular oxygen may easily lead to further production of radicals via radical chain propagation, i.e.

oxygen addition to a radical forms a reactive peroxy radical that is then reduced by H-atom transfer

from a proximate carbon center. This leads to changes in the molecular and supramolecular carbona-

ceous structure.[10] The reactive carbon centers may arise from the presence of inorganic matter that

catalytically affects polymerization and cross-linking reactions during oxidation.[11] Knowledge about

the influence of char structure including defects on the properties of free radicals will help to understand

their role in the char formation mechanism or oxidation. Since the discovery of free radicals in coal,

Electron Spin Resonance spectroscopy (ESR) has been used to study their properties.[12–15] High con-

centrations of radicals were detected in wood and herbaceous chars from the decay stage of pyrolysis at

slow and fast heating rates and at temperatures above 1000◦C.[16] Since chars are complex materials with

a wide range of chemically different sites, the possibility of a straight-forward identification of the nature

of char radicals by ESR spectroscopy is limited. Even the exact chemical nature of these sites cannot

be determined since an observable, such as the g-value, is a superposition of individual contributions.

In this context computational chemistry can predict properties of appropriate model compounds that can

at least be qualitatively compared with observations. The last decade has witnessed a tremendous de-

velopment of computational chemistry with credible predictions of molecular properties with increasing

accuracy. Density Functional Theory (DFT) have led to predictions of various char properties based on

PAH models. Among these studies the radical formation was studied for coal pyrolysis.[7–9,17,18] Here

we report a comprehensive study of a range of PAH based models, including defect structures, and their

ability to stabilize free radicals. We consider both oxygen and carbon centered radicals. A study of this

extent and detail has not been reported previously.

We consider a large and systematic substitution space of PAH models in order to provide general re-

liability of the predictions and to be able to monitor predicted trends which could not be obtained by

considering a more limited number of models. This included the consideration of factors which affect
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the thermodynamic stability of stable char radicals, most notably the influence of intra and intermolecu-

lar hydrogen bonding. We assume that the stabilization may imply an overall free energy minimization

when significant kinetic barriers are absent and that the changes of radical localization occur by H-atom

transfer. A less stable radical is neutralized by a proximate structure that donates a H-atom, thus being

transformed into a more stable free radical as the total energy of the system is lowered. This leads to the

conjecture that the most stable radicals are obtained for structures with the lowest H-atom bond disso-

ciation enthalpies (BDE) which are then proposed models of long lived radicals in the char matrix. A

detailed account of the nature of such structures, the g-values of their radical forms, and mechanisms

of radical stabilization will be presented, and implications for ESR characteristics and char oxidation

reactivity discussed.

Results

Char reactivity and radical concentration

The effects of heating rate (10◦C min−1 or 1000◦C s−1) and biomass origin (wood or herbaceous

biomass) on the spin radical concentration at 1000◦C were investigated. Figure 1 shows that the rad-

ical concentrations in wood chars were significantly higher than in herbaceous biomass chars. The peak

temperatures decrease with higher potassium content in the original fuel and lower radical concentra-

tions during slow pyrolysis. At higher heating rates, no correlation between the char reactivity and

radical concentrations was observed. The fitting of simulated ESR-spectra to the experimental spectra is

shown in the supplemental material (Figure S-4). The ESR spectra of original lignocellulosic material

showed higher g-values than the biomass chars, indicating higher levels of oxygen centered radicals,

as shown in supplemental material (Table S-2). The chars prepared under slow heating could be fitted

by two spectra each with a center g-values in the interval (2.0026-2.0046), indicating two radical types

which were assigned to oxygen-centered radicals (g=2.0038-2.0047) [14] and carbon-centered radicals (g
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= 2.0025-2.003) based on their g-values.[14,23,24]

Figure 1. Radical concentrations in original wood and herbaceous biomass and their chars (grey circle - raw
biomass; green circle - high heating rate; magenta circle - slow heating rate) and the relevant peak temperature of
the TG experiment in 5 % volume fraction O2 (green triangle - high heating rate; magenta star - slow heating rate).
The potassium content (mg kg−1) in the original fuel is shown on the X-axis.

DFT structure and energy calculations

The BDE values predicted for all PAH-based structures are shown in Figure 2 as ∆BDE values relative

to the predicted phenol value of BDE = 85.4 kcal mol−1. The ∆BDE values corresponding to all possible

carbon-centered radicals of the parent (unsubstituted) PAHs, i.e. removal of a H-atom directly attached to

the (PAH) carbon framework, were also predicted. As an example, the smallest value attained for pyrene

was 23.0 kcal mol−1 (2-position). Thus, the localization of carbon-centered radicals to these parent PAHs

is generally associated with very high formation enthalpies due to distortion of the aromatic framework.

For the PYR based defect structures the same qualitative results are obtained except for the CH2 defect

structure when the BDE is associated the methylene, i.e. the methylene CH· radical corresponds to

∆BDE = -4.7 kcal mol−1. The BDEs associated with substituent groups are significantly lowered since

the PAH framework is left relatively undistorted and provides delocalization for the unpaired electron.
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Figure 2. Predicted ∆BDE values of substituted PAH-based structures corresponding to carbon- or oxygen-
centered radicals. Models, which adopt an intramolecular hydrogen bond in both the neutral and radical states, are
shown with solid black diamonds.

Mono-substituted PAH structures

For all four parent PAH structures the mono-OH substitution is associated with the lowest ∆BDE values

in the range -9.8 to 0.5 kcal mol−1, where the lowest value is attained by the 1-OH-PYR structure.

There is a suggested dependency on the size of the PAH system with the largest ∆BDE attained by NAP,

lower for FLUR and the lowest for PYR. For COR this dependency is, however, broken with ∆BDE =

-5.4 kcal mol−1. For the remaining PAH types a relatively large scatter of ∆BDE values for the mono-

OH substitution is however possible, e.g. from -9.8 to 0.5 kcal mol−1 for PYR, as shown in Figure 2.

Contrary to these generally low BDE values the mono-Me substitution gives in all cases BDE values >

-1 kcal mol−1 with relatively small span of values, e.g. for FLUR and PYR within ± 2 kcal mol−1 of the
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average value.

Double-substituted PAH structures

For double substituted structures the presence of an additional methyl or hydroxyl group leads - for

one or a few of the substitution patterns - to a small decrease of ∆BDE relative to the lowest ∆BDE of

the single methyl substituted structure. Thus, the additional substitution has irrespective of its nature

(-OH or -Me) a small impact on the CH2· radical stabilization. The impact on the BDE of the hydroxyl

substituent (i.e. -O· radical formation) is also predicted for the two cases of an additional methyl or a

hydroxyl group. The additional methyl group results in a considerable number of double substitution

patterns but the stabilization is generally relatively small reducing the ∆BDE values by at most 2 kcal

mol−1. Irrespective of whether the radical is formed from a methyl or hydroxyl group substitution of

the parent PAH an additional methyl group thus leads to only small reduction of BDE values. Contrary

to this, an additional hydroxyl group leads to larger reductions of ∆BDE reaching -18.7 kcal mol−1

for the 4,5-di-OH-PYR, as shown in Figure 2. Double hydroxyl substitution patterns have been also

modeled for the remaining parent PAH’s. In all three cases similar large reductions of BDE relative to

the monosubstitutions were possible. Thus, comparing the lowest ∆BDE for mono- versus di-OH PAH’s,

the ∆BDE changed by as much as -8.1, -9.0, -11.2, and -9.9 kcal mol−1 for NAP, PYR, COR, and FLUR,

respectively. This significant stabilization phenomenon is shown by the solid symbols in Figure 2 and

might be explained by the fact that certain di-OH substituted PAH’s form intramolecular H bonds in the

neutral and radical states.

Intramolecular hydrogen bonding

The predicted enthalpies of di-OH substituted PAH’s subset together with the paradigm single-aromatic

case of catechol are shown in the supplemental material (Table S-3). The results indicate that in terms of

H(Rel) there is a little substitutional thermodynamic selectivity with mono- and disubstitutions remaining
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within a few kcal mol−1 of the lowest respective value (defined as 0). As noted above these di-OH

substituted structures exhibit, compared to the mono-OH substituted PAH’s, an overall substantially

lower BDE value. The corresponding hydrogen bond enthalpy HBE(R) of the most stable PAH radicals

is in the range 7.4-15.9 kcal mol−1, whereas the HBE, which characterize the corresponding neutral

states HBE(N), is in the range 5.2-9.0 kcal mol−1. The difference ∆HBE of the HBE values is the

stabilization resulting from stronger H bonding in the radical state. These ∆HBE values are consistently

negative valued and ranges from -2.2 to -7.1 kcal mol−1. All PAH structures are capable of reaching

approximately ∆HBE = -7 kcal mol−1 for a specific di-OH substitution that is significantly lower than

the catechol ∆HBE = -4.3 kcal mol−1. The g-values listed in the last column of Table S-3 show an overall

decrease from mono-OH (2.0043-2.0066) to di-OH substitution (2.0035-46).

1-OH-PYR complex model structures

In order to assess the effect of intermolecular hydrogen bonding the 1-OH-PYR structure was combined

with, respectively, methanol, phenol and 1-OH-NAP to define three hydrogen bonded complexes. The

methanol modelled a char aliphatic hydroxyl, whereas the phenol and 1-OH-NAP structures modelled

aromatic hydroxyls. For methanol the complex was modelled for the PYR hydroxyl in an intermolecu-

lar hydrogen bond accepting or donating conformation, see Figure S-3. The intermolecular H-bonding

enthalpy HBE was estimated as the enthalpy difference of the complex to the sum of individual iso-

lated models as HBE = 3.6 (acceptor) and HBE = 7.8 kcal mol−1 (donor). For the radical states the

HBE was estimated as practically identical as HBE = 6.6 and 6.7 kcal mol−1. The ∆BDE values corre-

sponding to the two different neutral state H-bonding situations were predicted as -12.8 (acceptor) and

-8.6 kcal mol−1 (donor) compared to the intermediate value of the isolated 1-OH-PYR of -9.8 kcal mol−1.

The predicted g-value decreased slightly from 2.0043 to 2.0040 due to the formation of H-bond to the

methanol hydroxyl. When methanol in the complex was replaced with phenol or 1-OH-NAP the HBE of

the neutral complex, with the PYR hydroxyl as acceptor, increased slightly from 3.6 to 4.5 (phenol) or

4.7 kcal mol−1 (1-OH-NAP), and for the radical state, with the oxygen centered radical as acceptor, the
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HBE increased from 6.6 to 8.9 kcal mol−1 for both phenol and 1-OH-NAP. Thus the intermolecular HBE

increased more for the radical states compared with the neutral states. For the corresponding favorable

arrangements, with the PYR hydroxyl as acceptor, the ∆BDE of its hydrogen atom is further reduced to

-13.8 (phenol) or -13.9 kcal mol−1 (1-OH-NAP). The predicted g-values showed an insignificant further

decrease to 2.0039 for both complexes (phenol and 1-OH-NAP).

Substituted PAH defect model structures

The lowest ∆BDE values corresponding to H-atom removal from the PAH system of the parent CH2-,

epoxy- and ether-PYR structures were 22.5, 20.3 and 22.6 kcal mol−1, and thus, similar to that of the

parent PYR (23.0 kcal mol−1), as shown in the supplemental material (Figure S-5). For the CH2-PYR

structure the additional H-atom type gave the significantly lower ∆BDE = -4.7 kcal mol−1 corresponding

to the CH·-PYR radical for which the PYR aromatic system could provide stabilization. The mono-OH

substituted epoxy-, ether-, and CH2-PYR radicals had DBDE values in the range from -2.1 to -9.8 kcal

mol−1, see Figure S-5(a). The radical center of CH2-PYR structure can be localized to both CH2 carbon

or substituted OH oxygen, i.e. OH-CH·-PYR versus O·-CH2-PYR radicals. When the ∆BDE values are

compared with the mono-OH PYR only the mono-OH epoxy-PYR structure reaches a comparably low

∆BDE. The ether- and CH2-PYR oxygen-centered radicals show defect-induced increase of ∆BDE by≈

2 kcal mol−1.

DFT g-tensor calculations

The g-values of all radical structures can be classified in two ranges according to their carbon- or oxygen-

centered nature, as shown in Figure 3. The predicted g-values of the CH2·, (CH3,CH2·) and (OH,CH2·)

radical models are in the range 2.0026-2.0028, whereas the g-values of the oxygen-centered radicals are

found in the range 2.0035-2.0066. In addition, the g-values of defect model structures fall into the same

ranges, as shown in the supplemental material, see Figure S-5(b).
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Figure 3. Predicted isotropic g-values of substituted PAH based structures corresponding to carbon or oxygen-
centered radicals.

Discussion

The oxidation reactivity was found to increase with potassium content for the slow pyrolysis correlating

with lower radical concentrations, but for fast pyrolysis no correlation was observed. The concentra-

tion of functional groups that can stabilize radicals is small to have significant impact on the oxidation

process. Our predictions show that hydroxylated PAH-like char structures are good candidates for such

antioxidant structures, i.e. structures that can easily donate a hydroxyl hydrogen atom to quench (re-

duce) a more reactive free radical. The predicted g-values correspond to observed ranges for stable char

radicals, and it is known that lignin in the original biomass can be source of hydroxylated aromatics that

may form larger hydroxylated PAH-like structures during pyrolysis.[25]
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All the carbon-centered radicals do not reach ∆BDE values < -3 kcal mol−1, as shown in Figure 2, where

the only exception is the CH2-pyrene defect model with ∆BDE = -4.7 kcal mol−1. Carbon-centered

radicals are thus not likely candidates for the most stable radicals except for cases where they become

kinetically trapped. Moreover, irrespective of parent PAH structure and substitutions the ∆BDE of methyl

groups never reaches values < -2.6 kcal mol−1. The formation of the -O· radical corresponds generally

to lower ∆BDE compared to the -CH2· radical, the only exception being one (2-OH-PYR) of the three

possible hydroxylated pyrene structures. The substitution with two hydroxyls enables very low ∆BDE

values. This observation is related to the ability of proximate hydroxyls to form intramolecular hydrogen

bonds in the neutral and radical state.

Hydroxylated aromatic structures appear to be structural components that best provide stabilization for

radicals via their relatively low ∆BDE values. The inclusion of defect model structures indicates that

they had a minor destabilizing effect on such radicals possibly due to a reduction of the size and extent

of conjugation of the PAH system. The results show that for certain dihydroxylated structures values as

low as ∆BDE = -16 to -18 kcal mol−1 can be reached, as shown in the supplemental material (Table S-3)

and Figure 2. These values are considerably lower than the values for the best synthetic phenolic antiox-

idants,[26–28] and indicate that dihydroxylated char model structures can be highly efficient antioxidants

providing exceptional radical stabilization. The radical states support the formation of a significantly

stronger bond between the -OH and carbonyl-like -O· radical center than that between the two -OH

groups in the neutral state. The difference of strength (enthalpy) is highest for the 1,8-OH-NAP, 1,10-

OH-PYR, 1,17-OH-COR and 1,10-OH-FLUR structures that all attain a value of approximately ∆HBE

= -7 kcal mol−1. The remaining di-OH models attain ∆HBE values in the range -2.5 to -4.8 kcal mol−1.

This dual grouping of ∆HBE corresponds with the OH placements at three zigzag carbons or two neigh-

boring edge PAH carbons, respectively. The exception is 1,10-OH-FLUR, where the OH groups are

placed at the ends of the armchair four carbon sequence, and the 3,4-OH-FLUR structure that has the

OH groups placed at the three zigzag carbons. The paradigm of catechol is an example of the neighboring

edge carbons with the ”weaker” ∆HBE = -4.3 kcal mol−1. This value is practically identical to previous

calculations, using the B3LYP functional (alone) and the standard basis sets 6-31+G(d), 6-31++G(d,p)
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and 6-311++G(d,p), the values in the range -4.4 +/- 0.1 kcal mol−1 were obtained. CCSD calculations

with the same basis sets increased the value to approximately -3.3 kcal mol−1,[29] confirming the relia-

bility of our computational approach.

It appears, however, that the optimal balance of radical stabilization provided by the second hydroxyl

and ∆HBE is attained by the ”weaker” ∆HBE structures, i.e. 1,2-OH-NAP, 4,5-OH-PYR, 1,2-OH-COR

and 2,3-OH-FLUR with ∆BDE values of -16.2, -18.7, -16.6 and -18.1 kcal mol−1, respectively. With the

exception of 2,3-OH-FLUR, all of these low BDE structures have relatively low H(Rel) values, as shown

in the supplemental material (Table S-3). The H(Rel) values represent a thermodynamic ”ordering” of

mono- or di-OH structures. The dihydroxylation of the PAH-like char structures is thus optimal (across

the different types of PAHs modelled here) for attainment of excellent antioxidant properties and radical

stabilization. When the ∆BDE values are compared with those of synthetic phenolic antioxidants - the

lowest of which approaches ∆BDE = -10 kcal mol−1 - it can be seen that remarkably low values can be

reached for the dihydroxylated PAH structures.[30] In accordance with our ESR analysis, the g-values

of the most stable low ∆BDE oxygen-centered radicals are in the range g(iso) = 2.0035-2.0045, with

carbon-centered radicals on the lower value side, and mono-OH oxygen-centered radicals on the higher

value side.

The essential role of intramolecular H-bonding for radical stability is emphasized in our work. The sim-

ple models of the effect of intermolecular H-bonding suggests a dispersion of the BDE values that could

follow a dispersion of ∆HBE values. It appears likely that ∆BDE can be reduced by several kcal mol−1

when favorable molecular arrangements allow the strongest H-bonding to be obtained for the radical

state. Thus the possibility of intermolecular hydrogen bonding also implies a relative HBE stabilization

of the radical as compared to the neutral state (by up to 4 kcal mol−1 for the model complexes), and

a decrease of BDE relative to that of the isolated hydroxylated PAH structure. These effects appear

however less pronounced relative to the structures with favorable intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The

intramolecular H-bonding that is obtained for certain di-OH PAH structures exerts a relatively stronger

effect and leads to a more significant lowering of BDE relative to the mono-OH models. These struc-
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tures might participate in an intermolecular H-bonding that also leads to dispersion of their characteristic

BDE values. Taken together our results indicate in accordance with previous works that the char rad-

ical population is distributed over different radical types of widely different stabilities. In the absence

of kinetic barriers we propose the radical population to be coupled to a H-atom transfer mechanism

that provides the highest probability of the radical to be localized at sites with lowest BDE. Thus, the

mono or dihydroxylated PAH structures could donate a H-atom in an exothermic H-atom transfer to a

carbon-centered radical that overall represent relatively higher BDE of the parent neutral structure. The

localization probability p would then be proportional to p≈ exp(-BDE/kBT). Other carbon centered rad-

icals can be kinetically trapped and stabilized with no lower BDE hydroxylated PAH structures in their

vicinity, and thus, can also contribute to the observed ESR signal. The dispersion of radical types is

revealed by the ESR spectral data, as shown in the supplemental material (Table S-2). In terms of the

predicted three ranges of g(iso), the g-factor of original biomass samples is dominated by the high value

range 2.0046-2.0052, in accordance with that fact that most radicals are presumably localized to lignin

phenolic groups, i.e. they are phenoxyl radicals.[31] The chars do not exhibit g-values in the highest

range since the mono-hydroxyl phenolics of lignin no longer exist. Table S-2 shows that the fast pyrol-

ysis generates almost exclusively radicals with g-values in a lower range, i.e. g-factor = 2.0028-2.0031,

where beechwood char is an exception as it contains a small additional component (22 % area) with g-

factor = 2.0035. Slow pyrolysis generates components for beechwood with g-factors of 2.0039 (83 %),

respectively, whereas the other sample types are dominated by components in the range 2.0026-2.0030.

During fast pyrolysis, the elemental potassium is unlikely to be released in gas phase at low tempera-

tures. It is known that the remaining alkali metal ions might catalytically enhance the oxidation reactivity

and increase the char yields.[19,32] Sancier et al. [33] discussed the mechanism of potassium in relation to

the radical concentration in catalytic coal gasification. The high potassium levels can weaken carbon-

carbon bonds in aromatic rings and thereby facilitate bond breaking at high temperatures. This leads

to formation of aliphatic carbon radicals which react further to produce stable polyaromatic compounds

through polymerization and cross-linking reactions at an early stage of the pyrolysis, leading to higher

char yields and lower oxidation reactivity compared to alkali lean wood.[33–36] In the present work, we
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have limited the char model structures to the organic PAH based models. The modelling of complexes

of PAH based structures with either Ca or K would be a significant task that can be proposed for future

studies. It is conceivable that proton exchange of one of these ions with a PAH hydroxylated structure

represents one such complex, in which case there would be no hydroxyl H-atom available to exert an-

tioxidant activity. In case that the Ca or K ion is intercalated or bonds to the PAH aromatic system, a

reduction of antioxidant activity (reduced radical stabilization) would be expected due to the electron

withdrawing positively charged ion. It may be expected that Ca and K ions which are strongly adsorbed

to the char or ion-exchanged with PAH hydroxyl protons will reduce its antioxidant activity, and thus,

indirectly enhance the rate of char oxidation.

Conclusion

In conclusion we have found that the stabilization of radicals produced during pyrolysis was caused by

either the chemical nature of char structures, or by the lack of molecular mobility. The comprehensive

predictions of relative BDE values suggest that the less stable carbon-centered radicals attain stability by

entrapment in the char matrix, and their spatial separation from hydroxylated PAH-like structures. In the

absence of spatial separation, i.e. low barriers for H-atom transfer, it is expected that carbon-centered

radicals are efficiently reduced by these hydroxylated structures, some of which can be highly efficient

antioxidants. The strong hydrogen bond acceptor properties of the oxygen-centered radical, as well as

the electron donating properties of hydroxyl substituents to the PAH system, are key factors behind the

extraordinary stabilization that can be obtained by some char radicals. These are new discoveries on

the structural requirements for stabilization of char radicals that impacts our understanding of pyrolysis

mechanisms and char oxidation reactivity. Apart from the perspective of the char production process

the present results could be related to understanding of human health effects from inhalation of high-

temperature generated char particles, or to possible technological applications of char as an antioxidant

component in other materials. The radicals trapped in char particles can have different effects and ac-
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tivities in relation to human health, as oxygen-centered radicals can be expected to have higher stability

and less detrimental effects compared to carbon-centered radicals.[37] The reduction of these radicals

could render char particles, or compounds within them, efficient antioxidants for technological uses as

stabilizers.

Experimental section

Char preparation The compositional analysis of original feedstocks is shown in the supplemental

material (Table S-1). The char samples were obtained in separate pyrolysis experiments performed at a

slow heating rate (10◦C min−1) in the tubular reactor, and at a fast heating rate (1000◦C s−1) in the wire

mesh reactor, previously described by Trubetskaya et al..[19]

Thermogravimetric analysis The reactivity of char was analyzed by exposing samples in 5 % vol-

ume fraction O2 in a thermogravimetric instrument Q5000 (TA Instrument, USA). The reactivity of char

was analyzed in a thermogravimetric instrument by loading 7 mg of sample in an Al2O3 crucible and

heating from 30 to 1000◦C in O2 at a constant heating rate of 10◦C min−1. The maximal reaction rate

(rmax) was shown as the maximal temperature of the first derivative (DTG).

Electron spin resonance ESR spectra were recorded on a Jeol JES-FR30 ESR spectrometer (JEOL

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Samples were placed in a closed-bottom quartz capillary tube with a wall thickness

of 0.75 mm and an outer diameter of 5 mm. The measurements were carried out at room temperature

with a microwave power of 4 mW, and a modulation width of 0.1 mT, sweep width of 50 G, sweep time

of 0.5 min, time constant of 0.3 s. Fitting of experimental ESR-spectra to simulated data was done using

WinSim software, as described by Duling et al.[20] The simulation of spectra gave the relative amounts

of radical derivatives as well as optimized values of line widths and g-factors. Optimizations all gave

best fits to the experimental ESR spectra with a root mean square (RMS) > 0.85. The experimental
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ESR-spectra were analyzed by fitting to simulated spectra in order to identify radical species. A model

based on a mixture of two radical types which were assigned to carbon-centered and oxygen-centered

polyaromatic radicals gave two different isotropic g-tensors.

Structures and DFT predictions The DFT calculations were limited to 7-ring PAH structures be-

cause the previous NMR studies reported that compounds of size 1-7 rings are representative of char

PAH structures, and the relatively small sizes allow the calculation of many different substitutions and

their conformers.[21,22] In the present work a total of > 700 model structures (including all possible

substituent conformations) formed the basis for the predictions. The software Gausview was used with

its default bond length, bond angle etc. settings for building all structures. The presence of a single

hydroxyl group substitution results generally in two possible conformers (i.e. hydroxyl orientation) for

a neutral model structure, but obviously only one for the oxygen centered spin 1/2 radical. Hydroxyl

groups were initially oriented in plane with the aromatic system, i.e. dihedral angles (C-C-O-H) of ei-

ther 0◦ or 180◦ giving two or four conformers for each mono- or disubstituted structure, respectively.

Certain orientations were however found to produce strained structures with a single calculated negative

frequency, and a slight off-plane orientation was then found to give the correct true energy minimum (no

negative frequencies). For some di-OH substitutions only three conformers were considered as the fourth

was a non-stationary state associated high-strain with the two hydroxyls pointing ”towards” each other,

i.e. the two protons being too close in distance. The parent PAHs such as naphthalene (NAP), pyrene

(PYR), coronene (COR), and fluoranthene (FLUR) were used for building all possible (non-symmetry

related) mono- and disubstituted derivatives of these PAHs with either one or two methyl (-CH3) or one

or two hydroxyl (-OH) groups, or mixed substitution i.e. one (-CH3) and one (-OH) group, where pyrene

is used to exemplify one specific structure of each substitution type, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Optimized model structures of (a) pyrene substituted with -OH (1-OH-PYR), with two OH’s (1,2-di-
OH-PYR), with -CH3 (1-Me-PYR), with two CH3’s (1,2-di-Me-PYR) and with one -OH and one -CH3 (1-Me-2-
OH-PYR), i.e. mixed substitution and (b) epoxy-, ether- and CH2-PYR.

Pyrene was selected as the smallest PAH in which single point defects can be easily modelled, as shown

in Figure 4(b). All possible mono-substituted hydroxyl derivatives of the structures were considered

to study the effect of defects on oxygen-centered radicals, i.e. as compared to the analogous substi-

tuted PYR structure. Finally, the 1-OH-PYR structure that possessed the lowest BDE of all mono-

hydroxylated PYR derivatives was chosen as basis for an intermolecular H-bonded complex 1-OH-PYR

- X formed with respectively, X = methanol (MeOH), X = phenol or X = 1-OH-NAP. In order to reduce

computational demands we chose these three structures as minimal size models of larger hydroxylated

structures able to form a H-bond with the 1-OH-PYR structure. For MeOH the neutral state of the

complex was modelled with the PYR hydroxyl as H-bond donor or acceptor, whereas the radical state

O·-PYR-MeOH was modelled with the PYR oxygen radical center as H-bond acceptor. This approach

estimates the influence of two different intramolecular H-bond arrangements on the radical stability and
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BDE, as shown in the supplemental material (Figure S-3). For phenol and 1-OH-NAP the complex was

modelled with the PYR hydroxyl and oxygen radical center as H-bond acceptor testing the most favor-

able H-bond arrangements that allow for stabilization of both the neutral and radical states. Radical states

were modelled by removal of a hydroxyl or methyl H-atom (for CH2-PYR the methylene H-atom) result-

ing in a spin-1/2 doublet state (spin multiplicity = 2) described by the unrestricted functionals UM06-2X

or UB3LYP. Enthalpies and isotropic g-values were predicted, respectively, by a M06-2X//B3LYP and

B3LYP//B3LYP composite DFT method using the specialized N07D basis set for g-value predictions.

Further details on materials and methods can be found in the supplemental material.
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